From the editors

Greetings,

We are pleased to present our 74th issue—number 2 of volume 19. We are celebrating our 20th year as an online journal. In fact, our first issue was over 20 years ago, but our publication is still in volume 19. In the early years, it was difficult to convince authors to publish online, as it was a very new publishing idea; therefore, the dates don’t line up exactly. Now, we are fortunate to have a hundred submissions or more each year.

To this end, beginning with this issue, we are visiting our archives to present some important and interesting articles published in the past. In this issue, you’ll find linked our very first article, “TESL-EJ: Conception and Potential of an Electronic Journal,” by Roland Sussex, and “Project Gutenberg,” by the late Michael Hart. Both of these articles were published in our first issue in 1994.

As always, we thank all of our reviewers, editors, and authors. We want to congratulate our Managing Editor, Seyed Abdollah Shahrokni, for starting his PhD studies at Washington State University, USA. He is a key member of our team, and we know that he’ll continue to make important contributions to the field.

Enjoy our articles, new and old. Thanks for 20 years of support!
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